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BACKGROUND: 

On June 24, 1985, the undersigned was notified by the Wisconsin 
Emplo-ment Relations Commission of appointment as mediator/arbitra- 
tor, pursuant to Section 111.70(4)(cm)6 of the Municipal Employment 
Relations Act in the matter of impasse between the Mineral Point 
Education Association, hereinafter referred to as the Association 
and the Mineral Point School District, hereinafter referred to as 
the District or the Employer. Pursuant to statutory requirement, 
mediation proceedings were conducted between the parties on July 
29, 1985. Mediation failed to resolve the impasse and the parties 
proceeded to arbitration on August 13. At that time, the parties 
were given full opportunity to present relevant evidence and make 
oral argument. Post hearing briefs were filed with and exchanged 
through the arbitrator on October 11, 1985. 

THE FINAL OFFERS: 

The remaining issues at impasse between the parties are salary 
schedule; extra-duty pay schedule; insurance and teacher evaluation 
procedures. The final offers of the parties are attached as Append- 
ix "A" and "B". 

STATUTORY CRITERIA: 

Since no voluntary impasse procedure was agreed upon between the 
parties regarding the above impasse, the undersigned, under the 
Municipal Employment Relations Act, is required to choose the entire 
final offer of one of the parties on all unresolved issues after 
having given consideration to the criteria identified in Section 
111.70(4)(cm)7, Wis. Stats - -* 

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES: 

Although initially the District provided evidence regarding 
the issues at impasse from Barneveld, Belmont and Highland, in its 
brief, it was conceded that the comparable school districts should 



include only the Southern Eight Athletic Conference. In making this 
concession, the District argues that the dispute cannot be decided 
upon the basis of "pure comparability" but must take into consider- 
ation the historic relationship which has developed between the 
parties. 

The District asserts that as the smallest school district in 
the conference, it cannot be expected to pay the highest salaries 
within the conference unless special circumstances exist. Contend- 
ing no special circumstances do exist, the District continues that 
in the past not only has it provided high salaries but it has pro- 
vided its employees with benefits which exceed those given other 
employees in other districts and now argues that in order to be 
"comparable" to other districts, as the Union would desire, the 
additional benefits must be either adjusted or eliminated. 

Declaring its offer reasonable because it maintains a rela- 
tively high rank at the benchmarks and because it offers addition- 
al compensation for each credit beyond the degree level, the Dis- 
trict asserts that its offer at 6.67% is favorable with the settle- 
ments which have occurred within the conference. It continues 
that the Association's offer at approximately 9% should be reject- 
ed not only because it is far in excess of voluntary settlements 
but because economic conditions dictate the District's offer be 
selected. Citing the Consumer Price Index and noting the unemploy- 
ment rate within the District is higher in 1985 than it was in 
1984 and exceeds the statewide average unemployment rate and stat- 
ing there has been an increase in property tax delinquency rates, 
the District concludes all these factors strongly support the 
selection of its offer. 

The District also argues its offer, in regard to the extra- 
curricular schedule and the teacher evaluation procedure, is also 
more reasonable than the Association's. Recognizing its offer 
relative to the extra-curricular schedule represents a departure 
from the status-quo, the District contends the status quo princi- 
;$,E.st be rejected when the result is unusually Large salary 

. Positing the schedule already compensates employees 
well, the District continues that with the exception of Platte- 
ville, its offer still results in the most lucrative level of 
compensation offered by any school at almost every Level or 
series of positions within the schedule. 

In regard to the evaluation procedure issue, the District 
argues none of the comparable schools has as extensive an evalua- 
tion procedure as that proposed by the Association and that the 
new administration deserves to have more participation in the 
development of such a crucial issue. Continuing, the District 
maintains it is inappropriate to allow those to be evaluated to 
exclusively determine the manner in which they will be evaluated. 
Stating it believes the Association will argue the evaluation 
issue is the result of actions taken by the District in filing for 
a declaratory ruling, the District declares its actions were 
within the parameters established by law and were necessitated 
by the Association's reluctance to agree to any modifications. It 
adds that the Association's proposal still contains technical im- 



ditions support its position. 

The Association argues the salary schedule dispute is the most 
important issue in this dispute and declares considerable emphasis 
must be placed upon the historical and current levels of rank and 
the proposed increases at the seven benchmarks relative to the 
comparables. It also contends comparison of the seven benchmark 
positions with the statewide averages over a four year period 
should be made. Examining the seven benchmarks as they are affect- 
ed by the parties' offers relative to the comparables, the Associa- 
tion concludes the District's offer results in a greater loss in 
rank than its offer does at the BA Minimum benchmark, causes a loss 
in rank at the BA Maximum benchmark while its offer maintains the 
previous rank and results in a four step drop in rank at the MA 
Maximum. It adds both offers result in a loss of rank at the BAI 
Step 7 benchmark; return the District to the status maintained in 
1981-82 at the MA Minimum benchmarks, after there had been an 
increase in rank in the years inbetween, and have the same impact 
upon the rank at the MA/Step 10 position. At the Schedule Maximum, 
the Association asserts its proposal maintains the 1983-84 rank 
while the District's proposal returns it to the 1982-83 position. 
Continuing that it assumes the District will argue the changes 
in rank are not as important as the total package cost, the Associa- 
tion argues that catch-up in the fringe benefit area should not be 
offset by loss of compensation in another area. 

Asserting that another often used measurement in comparison 
of benchmarks is the increase at each benchmark, the Association 
maintains the District's offer is below the conference comparable 
group average at every benchmark, and is farther away from the 
average at every benchmark than is the Association's. It adds that 
even the Association's offer results in the increase falling below 
the group average at three benchmarks. It concludes, then, on these 
benchmark analyses, its offer is more reasonable. 

The Association challenges the District's effort to compare 
the offers to the Consumer Price Index as a means of determining the 
reasonableness of the offers. Instead, it argues the best measure- 
ment is the average increase in benchmarks as established by settle- 
ment pattern within the area. It continues that when the settle- 
ment pattern is considered its offer more closely approximates the 
pattern established among the comparables. 

Arguing it is reasonable and logical to compare the District 
with the unweighted state average benchmark, particularly as it 
relates historically, the Association asserts the District continues 
to lose ground. Stating it is unreasonable to allow teachers' 
salaries to continue to erode relative to the statewide averages, 
especially when it has not been shown that the economic conditions 
of the District are significantly less than the rest of the State, 
the Association concludes it is appropriate to find the District's 
offer unreasonable based upon this factor alone. 

In regard to extra duty pay, the Association maintains the 
question is whether or not a system which has been voluntarilya- 
greed upon in six separate contracts should be discontinued through 
the arbitration process. Stating the District has the burden to 
show exceptional need in order to remove an existing standard from 
the contract, especially one which has existed for several years, 
the Association asserts the District fails to meet its burden. It 
declares the District has not shown an inability to pay; has not 
shown why the extra-curricular pay should not increase just as 
classroom teaching pay has increased; nor has it shown inequities, 
inadequacies or inappropriateness in the long practiced method of 
arriving at pay levels. The Association continues that its offer, 
which maintains the status quo, equals only that of Darlington 



whose rates did not increase in 1984-85 and is less than the dol- 
lar increases in Lancaster, Platteville and Southwestern. Acknow- 
ledging it has been a wage leader in extra-curricular pay rates, 
the Association concludes that fact, alone, does not justify eva- 
poration of the extra duty pay scale. 

Relative to the health and dental insurance issue, the Associa- 
tion asserts its offer causes minimum change in the status quo. 
Charging the District's exhibits are in error and therefore unre- 
liable, the Association declares only its exhibits can be used to 
provide a total fringe benefit computation. Using its exhibits, 
then, the Association posits the District's proportionate payment 
of health insurance premiums has lagged far behind that of the 
comparable school districts and states that the District's offer 
reduces its share oftotalpremium costs to the lowest within the 
comparable group. As a result, it concludes there is obvious need 
for catch-up in the area of the Employer paid portion of health in- 
surance premium payments. 

In regard to the dental plan, the Association, stating the 
District has a form of self-funding insurance, declares the key 
issue is the District's elimination of the end-of-year distribution 
of the fund balance which has existed in the past. Charging the 
District's offer is a take-back proposal, the Association declares 
the District has the burden to show persuasive reason why there 
should be a change in the status quo and why the District should 
be entitled to any portion of the money gained by employees through 
collective bargaining. 

As to the final issue, teacher evaluation, the Association, 
asserting its offer is substitute langauge submitted to satisfy 
a Petition for Declaratory Ruling and that the District's offer, 
similar in many ways, is based upon the Association's comprehen- 
sive proposal, declares internal comparability between the two 
proposals and internal consistency should be the criteria for de- 
termining the reasonableness of the offers. Concluding that 
wherever the District has deleted a portion of a provision from 
the Association's proposal, it intended a different meaning for 
the proposal and interfered with the internal consistency of the 
Association's evaluation proposal, the Association argues for the 
reasonableness of its offer. Continuing that since the question 
of whether or not an evaluation procedure should be included in the 
contract is not at issue, the Association asserts internal compara- 
bility between the proposals is of primary importance and argues 
the value of including the Association's proposed paragraphs where 
the two proposals differ. Finally, avowing the need for a compre- 
hensive evaluation process to foster improvement and excellence in 
teaching, the Association asserts its proposal will meet this need 
and concludes the District's proposal cannot andwillnot work to- 
ward that end. 

DISCUSSION: 

Since the parties are in basic agreement over the comparables 
and since there is sufficient information available regarding the 
settlements in the Southern Eight Athletic Conference, it was de- 
termined the districts within this conference would be used as the 
cornparables whenever comparability was applied for the purposes of 
determining the reasonableness of the offers. Further, after re- 
viewing the issues, it was concluded the most important issues and, 
therefore, the determinative issues in this matter, are those of 
salary schedule and teacher evaluation. In respect to those is- 
sues it is concluded the Association's proposal is more reasonable. 
Following is a discussion of these two as well as the remaining 
issues. 



Salary Schedule: 

Several factors were considered in determining the reasonable-, 
ness of the parties' offers: historic relationship; relative rank; 
dollar and percentage relationship to the benchmark average salary 
established by the cornparables; dollar increase relative to the 
benchmark average dollar increase established by the comparables, 
and benchmark percentage increases in dollars to the employee as 
it relates to the cost-of-living. In all instances! except the 
percentage increaseas it relates to the cost-of-living, it was de- 
termined the Association's proposal was more reasonable. 

Historically, the District has been a wage leader among the 
districts within the conference ranking among the top schools in 
wages paid and providing dollar increases which are generally 
larger than the average increase. When the parties' proposals were 
analyzed, it was concluded the District's proposal changes this 
historical relationship more than the Association's does. 

When comparing rank, it was determined the Association's pro- 
posal maintains or decreases its previous positions in rank, while 
the District's proposal decreases rank in six of seven positions. 
As can be seen in Appendix "C". under the Association's proposal, 
rank is maintained at the BA/Step 7; the BA Maximum; the MA Maxi- 
mum and the Schedule Maximum positions. Rank is reduced at the 
BA.Ninimum,; the MA Minimum and;the Step 10 positions. The Dis- 
trict's proposal results in a reduction in rank at the BA Minimum; 
the BA Maximum; the MA Minimum; the MA/Step 10; the MA Maximum 
and the Schedule Maximum positions. Although the District has 
argued the maximums are not a valid comparison since it provides 
payment for additional credits earned, historically, the schedules 
are compared with each other and the change in rank is relative 
to the benchmarks established by the schedules. Further, although 
rank is not always a valid indicator of the reasonableness of 
the offers, the additional comparisons substantiate the change in 
rank is indicative of the reasonableness of the offers. 

When the final offers were analyzed as to dollar and percent- 
age increase relative to the benchmark average salary established 
by the conparables, it was determined both offers erode the posi- 
tion maintained by the District in previous years, even though 
there was a decrease in its relative position in 1983-84. A review 
of the relationships as exhibited in Appendix "C" indicates the 
District's offer is less than its previous relationship in all 
benchmark positions in any year since 1980. The Association's of- 
fer, while showing slight increases in three benchmark positions, 
maintains two benchmark positions and drops in two. -Further, in those 
positions where it either increases or maintains position, the percent- 
agei's~lessthanthat~hi.storicaLlymaintained. Sinceneither offer sus- 
tains its previous position, the reasonableness of the offers was 
determined by the degree of variance relative to the average. Thus, 
since the increase which occurs in 1984-85 in the Association's 
offer, in all instances, is less of an increase than the District's 
is a decrease, it is concluded the Association's offer more nearly 
approximates the average and is not excessive in comparison to it 
historical relationship. 

An analysis of the dollar increase compared to the average 
dollar increase indicates the District's offer is less than average 
at most benchmark positions and well below the mean at most bench- 
mark positions. The Association's offer, on the other hand, is 
slightly above the average at the benchmark positions but more 
nearly approximates the mean in the benchmark positions. See 
Appendix "D". In order to determine which offer is more reasonable, 
the difference between the offers and the average were compared 
to each other and it was concluded the difference between the Dis- 



trict's offer and the average is more than the difference between 
the Association's offer and the average in all benchmarks, except 
the BA Maximum position, thus the Association's offer more nearly 
approximates the average dollar increase. 

As indicated earlier, the only comaprison concerning the 
salary schedule issue which supports the District's offer is the 
percentage increase in dollars to the employee at the benchmarks 
as it relates to the cost-of-living criterion. The percentage 
increase at the benchmark positions varied from as low as 2.7% to 
as high as 8.2%. The District's offer generaly increases the 
benchmark positions between 4.2% and 4.7%. The Association's 
offer seeks increases between 5.4% and 5.9%. The District's of- 
fer more closely approximates the percentage increase partially 
because two of the districts wtihin the comparables, while grant- 
ing larger benchmark percentage increases in salary, did SO with 
split increases which means the actual percentage increase in 
dollars to the employee was not as high as the benchmark percent- 
age indicates. In concluding the District's offer more closely 
approximates the percentage increase in actual dollars paid the 
employee at each benchmark, the fact that the split increases will 
result in bargaining for the upcoming year commencing at a much 
higher rate of pay for those two districts cannot be ignored since 
it will impact upon the historical relationship of the comaprables 
in the upcoming,year if lower benchmark percentage increass are 
considered more comparable because the actual percentage increases 
in dollars is more comaprable. Thus, if the split increases are 
ignored and only the percentage increase is considered, the Associa- 
tion's offer also falls generally within the middle of the per- 
centage increases granted at the benchmarks and is more comparable 
to the actual change in schedule, a factor which must also be con- 
sidered. 

Percentage increase in salary is only a portion of the percent- 
age increase considered in comparing the benefit to the employee as 
it relatesto the increase in the cost-of-living. The District has 
argued its total package cost more nearly approximates the cost of 
living and therefore is more reasonable. In support of its position, 
several exhibits were submitted which purported to show the total 
package percentage increase in each district. These figures were 
challenged by the Association who submitted costing exhibits of its 
own which demonstrated different percentage increases among the 
comparables than those supplied by the District. Except as to 
those exhibits which the Association representative testified were 
prepared by him, none of the documents submitted by either party 
represented anything more than hearsay evidence since they were 
prepared by other individuals, none of whom were available to tes- 
tify as to the manner in which the documents were prepared or to 
aid in determining where the possible discrepancies in each of the 
exhibits may have occurred. Consequently, little weight was at- 
tached to the costed package increase of the final offers as they 
related to the percentage increases attributed to the other dis- 
tricts. 

Although the package costs were not considered for the pur- 
poses of comparing cost of living increases among the comparables, 
the total package costs of the parties' proposals were compared 
to the Consumer Price Index, also a factor considered in determin- 
ing the reasonableness of the offers compared to the cost-of-living. 
In this comparison, it is determined the District's offer is more 
reasonable. It cannot be concluded, however, that the CPI is the 
only measure which determines the reasonableness of the parties' 
offers. Despite the lack of verifiable accuracy concerning the 
cost-of-living established by the settlement pattern, it is noted 
that no matter which total package figures are used, all are high- 
er than the CPI figure for the year. Thus, it is concluded the 
agreed upon cost-of-living as reflected by a settlement pattern 



is generally higher than that reflected by the CPI and, thus, the 
reasonableness of the District's offer relative to the cost-of- 
living criterion is less persuasive. 

The District also argued the need for moderation in total pack- 
age increase as it related to the problems attached to the general 
farm economy. While it is agreed the status of the farm economy 
leaves much to be desired and the area is relatively rural in nature, 
there was no showing that this District relies to any greater ex- 
tent upon the farm economy than any of the comparable districts or 
that the farmers in this District are in any greater financial 
straits than the farmers in the comparable districts. Consequently, 
without a showing that there is need to consider this District uni- 
que compared to the other districts established as comparables, the 
total package increase must be viewed as it relates to the other 
districts where it is concluded both packages fall within the gen- 
eral increases granted in other districts. 

Extra-Curricular Pay Schedule: 

It is determined the Association's proposal on this matter is 
the more reasonable. In arriving at this conclusion, two factors 
were considered: the departure from the status quo and the rela- 
tionship of the extra-curricular pay increases under the parties' 
proposals to the pay increase which occurred in the comparable 
districts. 

In the parties' final offers, the Association proposes the 
contract language which has existed within the collective bargain- 
ing agreement for the past six years. The District, arguing the 
language has resulted in "unusually large salary levels" seeks to 
eliminate the percentages attached to the schedule and to maintain 
the salary level at the 1983-84 rates. A review of the salary 
increases for several selected extra-curricular positions indi- 
cates that at certain positions, extra-curricular pay is higher for 
the same activity than in other districts but it also indicates 
that at certain other positions, the pay is relatively the same or 
less, thus, the District's argument that the need to show persua- 
sive reason for departure from the status quo is offset by the dis- 
proportionately high salaries paid for the activities is not per- 
suasive. Further, absent any other reason for why the status quo 
should not be maintained, it is determined there is no reason to 
find the District's offer more reasonable. 

Insurance Benefits: 

In regard to the insurance benefit proposals, it is deter- 
mined the District's proposal on health insurance is more reason- 
able. While the Association has argued the need for catch-up rela- 
tive to the amount of premium paid by the Employer, a review of 
the dollars paid by employes in comparable districts does not sup- 
port the Association's position. While it is true, the District 
pays a lesser percent than all districts except Darlington, the 
actual dollars paid out by the Employer is comparable to that paid 
by other employers. The fact that the District pays equivalent 
dollars but a lesser percentage means one of two things, either 
the coverage provided by the District is much more extensive than 
the coverage provided by other districts or the usage rate is much 
higher than that in other districts. In either event, the Dis- 
trict should not be held liable for increased insurance payments 
simply because the percentage paid is lower. 

As to the dental insurance, it is concluded the District has 
not shown persuasive reason for changing the status quo relative 
to the payment of the dental insurance year-end balance to the 
employees. While it is an unusual provision, it was previously 



bargained by the parties and without proof of need for change, 
the arbitrator should not disturb provisions bargained by the 
parties. 

Teacher Evaluation Procedure: 

Despite the District's argument that it is inappropriate for 
those to be evaluated to determine the manner in which they will 
be evaluated, it is determined the Association's proposal regard- 
ing the evaluation procedure is reasonable and more accurately re- 
flects the evaluation procedures which exist within the comparable 
districts. At the outset, it must be stated there is relatively 
little difference between the parties' proposals since both seek 
to modify the 1983-84 evaluation procedure and since the District 
has submitted an amended version of the Association's proposal. 
Since the District has not submitted its own evaluation proposal, 
it is determined the District agrees with the major provisions of 
the Association's proposal. Therefore, in determining the reason- 
ableness of the two proposals, the amendments sought by the Dis- 
trict were considered as they affected the evaluation procedure; 
as they related to provisions in other evaluation procedures among 
the comparables and as they related to the previous evaluation pro- 
cedure contained in the collective bargaining agreement. Based 
upon this evaluation, 
more reasonable. 

it was found the Association's proposal is 

In comparing the two evaluation proposals, it is determined 
the District seems to object most to the requirement that a 
teacher have full knowledge of the fact that the teacher is being 
monitored or observed for the purposes of evaluation; to the fact 
that the District must follow some procedural aspects in conduct- 
ingevaluations and to the frequency of evaluations. In regard to 
informing the teacher that monitoring, observation or evaluation 
is taking place, it is noted this requirement is consistent with 
several other contracts among the comparables and therefore is 
not unfamiliar in the area. Further, while it is true that pro- 
cedural aspects place a burden upon the administration to follow 
the procedures ,accurately, that too, 
ard within the comparable contracts. 

appears to be somewhat stand- 
A review of the comparable 

contracts shows that although it varies from contract to contract, 
the requirement that teachers be oriented to the evaluation pro- 
cedures at the beginning of each school year; the requirement that 
conferences regarding evaluations take place within 10 days of the 
request for a conference; the requirement that a teacher be allowed 
to respond to observations or evaluations placed in their files 
and the requirement that formal evaluations be conducted regularly, 
occur in at least one if not many of the comparable contracts. 
Consequently, the District's objections to disclosure and proced- 
ure are not considered meritorious. 

Further, in regard to the number and frequency of evaluations, 
it is noted the Association proposal incorporates and minimizes 
the provision contained within the prior contract. Thus, without 
the District showing the previous provision placed an undue burden 
upon it administratively, it is difficult to understand the Dis- 
trict's objection to the frequency of the evaluations. 

In addition to the above objections, the District proposes 
the deletion of Section 1, paragraph 1, the insertion of the word 
"district" in Section 2, paragraph f., and the elimination of the 
word "reasonable" in Section 5, paragraph c. While the District 
does not specifically state its reasons for the modifications it 
is assumed the District intends the modifications in order to'aid 
it in arbitration should an action it takes as the result of an 



evaluation be challenged. The standards asserted in these provi- 
sions, with or without the deletions or insertion, are standards 
generally applied by arbitrators in determining the merits of a 
grievance, therefore it is concluded these modifications have 
relatively little impact on the administration of the procedure. 

Finally, the District's proposal to insert in Section 2, para- 
graph f., thedate, February 15, 1985, as the date to complete eval- 
uations for first and second year teachers will create a need to 
bargain the evaluation procedure in subsequent contracts and has 
no meaninginthe contract tobedecided. The District's intent 
relative to this provision is not clear. If it was the District's 
intent to complete evaluations for first and second year teachers 
prior to February 15 of each year, the meaning was not conveyed 
in the langauge stated by the District. However, if it was the 
District's intent to complete evaluations for first and second 
year teachers employed in the district in 1984-85, the date has 
long since passed and without modification becomes a meaningless 
provision within the paragraph. Thus, it is concluded the need 
for this provision does little to add to the clarification of 
the procedure and therefore should not be included. 

In conclusion, having determined the Association's proposal 
is more reasonable as it relates to the salary schedule issue, as 
it relates to the extra-curricular pay schedule; as it relates 
to the dental insurance issue and as it relates to the teacher 
evaluation issue and having determined the salary schedule issue 
and the teacher evaluation issue are the determinative issues, 
it is found that the Association's offer should be implemented. 
This determination was reached based upon the foregoing review 
of the arguments and evidence; upon the discussion set forth 
relative to the review and upon the data's relationship to the 
statutory criteria. 
following: 

Accordingly, the undersigned issues the 

The final offer of the Association, attached as Appendix "A", 
shall be incorporated into the 1984-85 collective bargaining 
agreement, together with those provisions of the predecessor 
collective bargaining agreement which remained unchanged during 
the course of bargaining and any stipulations of the parties which 
relfect prior agreements in bargaining as is required by statute. 

Dated this 30th day of December, 1985, at La Crosse, Wiscon- 
sin. 

Sharon K. Imes 
Mediator/Arbitrator 

SKI:ms 
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FINAL OFFER OF THE 
MINERAL POINT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 

This offer is to be effective as 
of July 1, 1984, and be effective 
through June 30, 1985. The cur- 
rent agreement between the parties 
shall remain unchanged except as 
modified by this offer and any 
stipulated agreements between the 
parties. 

June 21, 1985 
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III. Board of Education Rights: 
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Final Offer 

C. The District's supervisory report will be based on 

evaluations and rules according to the district manual. 
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If, in the judgment of the Board, there is insufficient student 

interest in a given activity, the Board may droo the activity 

and the extra-duty staff position. The Board also reserves 

the right to add positions if it deems it necessary or desir- 

able. 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

3. 

4. 

Extra Duty Schedule 

Index 
(96 

1.0000 1255.50 837.00 

1.0409 1306.85 871.23 

1.0818 1358.20 905.47 

1.1227 1409.55 939.70 

1.1636 1460.90 973.93 

1.2045 1512.25 1008.17 

1.2454 1563.60 1042.40 

1.2863 1614.95 1076.63 

1.3272 1666.30 1110.87 

1.3681 1717.65 1145.10 

1.4090 1769.00 1179.33 

1.4499 1820.35 1213.57 

III 
(5%) 

697.50 

726.03 

754.56 

783.08 

811.61 

840.14 

868.67 

897.19 

925.72 

954.25 

982.78 

1011.31 

418.50 279.00 

435.62 290.41 

452.73 301.92 

469.85 313.23 

486.97 324.64 

504.08 336.06 

521.20 347.47 

538.32 358.88 

555.43 370.29 

572.55 381.70 

589.67' 393.11 

606.78 404.52 

The Head Football Coach and one assistant shall be 

paid $20.00 per day for each day practice is held 

before the school year begins. 

Non-Teaching Extra-Duties: Teachers may volunteer for 

the following non-teaching tasks that involve after 

school time. If there are insufficient volunteers, the 

principal will assign the tasks to teachers. Qualified 

adults and non-members of the staff may also volunteer 

for these duties. 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Athletic Event Workers $10.00 

Non-Formal Dance Supervisors 10.00 

Float Supervisor 10.00 

Formal Dance Decoration SuperViSOr 20.00 

Spectator and Music Bus Chaperones 

not include band or chorus director 

for music trips, they are expected 

to ride the buses with students as 

part of their extra-curricular assign- 

ments (1 above). 15.00 

5. Any and all other non-classroom responsibilities and 

duties not listed in #l above are either considered to 

be inherent part of the job of teachers and/or they are 

duties that occur during the regular school work days. 

Accordingly, the inherent duties (i.e. taking attendance, 

etc.) shall be assumed by the teacher as part of his or 

her regular teaching duties. These other non-teaching 

duties shall be assigned by the principal to the 

teachers with the lightest teaching loads whenever 

nossible. 
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D. Additional Benefits 

5. Hospital and medical insurance will be provided each 

teacher and annual premiums will be paid by the dis- 

trict which, for the 1984-85 school year, shall be up 
k 425c 

to $550.00 and $+W3+3 for single and family policies, 

respectively. Should premiums exceed these amounts, 

the excess shall be paid in equal proportions by the 

teacher and district. 
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Additional Payments 

5. 
a. The Board shall provide a dental care insurance 

plan to be maintained for all members covered in 

this Agreement. The District will contribute an 

amount of money equal to the family and single $26 i 

entitlement of all participants. 
&1, '5 

Family and single 
p2m 

plan entitlement will be $4=W and $150 respectively. 

Payments will be made monthly upon presentation 

of paid bills. 

The balance remaining after June 15, 1985 will be 

distributed proportionately according to the 

family and single plan amounts to people with 

bills in excess of the maximum entitlement allotted. 
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D. Additional Payments 

6. The school district will pay a maximum of 5% of 

gross salary of employees' annual contribution 

to the State Teacher's Retirement System of 

Wisconsin. The teachers shall have immediate 

vesting rights to the employee's portion of the 

money in the State Teacher's Retirement System. 
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TEACHER EVALUATION 

Section 1. All teachers shall be evaluated pursuant to reason- 
able, job-related and uniformly applied evaluation criteria and 
written evaluation instruments, developed, for the evaluated 
teachers' respective instructional levels, to insure that teacher 
performance is measured consistently by all persons charged with 
the responsibility for the evaluation of teachers. 

No bargaining unit employee may be assigned to evaluate the 
performance of any other bargaining unit employee, for purposes 
of promotion, demotion, discipline and/or continued employment. 

During the first three (3) weeks of school, the District shall 
orient all teachers regarding evaluative procedures, instruments 
and criteria. If the evaluation instrument is changed, all 
teachers shall be oriented. 

All monitoring or observation of the performance of a teacher for 
purposes of teacher evaluation shall be conducted openly and with 
the full knowledge of the teacher. The District shall notify 
each teacher of the identity of the District supervisor(s) who 
will be evaluating that teacher's work performance, prior to any 
work performance evaluations. 

Section 2. Formal Evaluation. 

a. Classroom visitation shall be one phase of the evalua- 
tion process and shall be done on a planned, systematic 
basis. All formal evaluations shall be scheduled in 
advance and at a time agreeable to the teacher and the 
evaluator, and conducted with the full knowledge of the 
teacher. All formal evaluation observations shall be 
for a minimum of thirty (30) minutes. Evaluator(s) 
shall be physically present during the classroom 
observation. 

b. Each evaluator shall use the same evaluation form/ 
instrument in evaluating all teachers teaching at the 
same instructional level. 

c. A pre-evaluation meeting between the teacher and the 
evaluator will be held at a mutually agreeable time if 
requested by the teacher or the evaluator. 

d. A written record of the evaluation -- the evaluation 
form -- will be prepared and signed hy both the 
evaluator and the teacher being evaluated. The teacher 
being evaluated will be qiven a copy of the completed 
evaluation form to be placed in the teacher's personnel 
file. The teacher shall acknowledge receipt of the 
copy by signing the evaluation form. Signature by the 



teacher does not necessarily indicate agreement with 
the evaluation, but rather that the teacher has seen 
the evaluation and received a copy. A teacher shall 
not be required to sign a blank or incomplete evalua- 
tion form. The teacher being evaluated may require 
that his/her written response to the evaluation be 
attached to the evaluation form and included in his/her 
personnol file. 

e. A conference concerninq the evaluation may be requested 
by the teacher. The conference, if requested, shall 
take place at a mutually agreeable time within ten (10) 
working days of the evaluation. 

f. The District shall conduct at least three (3) formal 
evaluations each school year, as part of the evaluation 
process for first and second year teachers. Teachers 
with two (2) years or more experience shall have at 
least one (1) formal evaluation each school year. 

Section 3. Informal Observations or Evaluations. All informal 
observations or evaluations of teachers shall be conducted with 
the full knowledge of the teacher. If an informal observation 
results in any entry in the teacher's file, a written copy shall 
be provided to the teacher within three (3) working days of the 
observation. The teacher being observed may require that his/her 
written response to the observation report be attached to that 
report. A post-observation meeting between the teacher and the 
evaluator shall be held if requested by either the teacher or the 
evaluator. 

Section 4. Personnel File of Teacher. 

a. Evaluation records shall be kept on file as part of 
each teacher's personnel file. A teacher shall have 
the right, upon request, to review the contents of his 
or her personnel file; to have a representative of the 
Association accompany him/her during such review; to 
receive copies of any material contained in that 
personnel file; to respond in writing to any material 
which the District has included in the teacher's 
personnel file, and to have that written response 
included in the personnel file; and to secure the 
removal of anv inaccurate informational material con- 
tained in the teacher's personnel file. Any disputes 
over the application of this section shall be subject 
to the Agreement's grievance procedure. 

b. No materials related to a teacher's job performance or 
the District's evaluation of the teacher's job perfor- 
mance (including, but not limited to, parent complaints 
or supervisor'u evaluative notes or records) may he 
included in a teacher's personnel file unless that 



teacher has first been shown the material and given an 
opportunity to respond in writing. 

Section 5. Use of Evaluation Reports. No disciplinary action 
(including suspension, discharge, nonrenewal or staff reduction) 
may be taken by the District with respect to a teacher, based 
upon that teacher's evaluations, unless the District has: 

a. Previously provided the teacher with written notice of 
all alleged job performance deficiencies, which must be 
specifically described; 

b. Previously notified the teacher in writing of the 
action(s) required of the teacher by the District to 
rectify or eliminate the specified job performance 
deficiencies (and such action(s) must be reasonable and 
related tb the job performance deficiencies alleged by 
the District). 

c. Given the teacher a reasonable opportunity and a 
reasonable period of time to comply with the action(s) 
required by the District and to rectify or eliminate 
the specified job performance deficiencies; and 

d. Subsequently evaluated the teacher to determine whether 
the specified job performance deficiencies have been 
rectified or eliminated. 

-3- 



APPENDIX "B" 

FINAL OFFER 

OF THE 

MINERAL POINT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 

FEBRUARY 12, 1985 

This offer shall be effective from July 1. 1984 through 

June 30, 1985, and includes the previous agreement and all 

tentative agreements between the parties. 

., ; 
\ <; ,, jr*, I 

On behalf of the Board of Education 
- 
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3 . I\!:IiLion::l Duties 312-1 Zxtra rnymcnts: - 

1. Zutrn-'urricular Ascirnmcnts: The following e~tra-c~rrri,,1lI": 
autles shall be assIgned to trachers with thcit- ~prrnvnl. 

1. 

II. 

Ill. 

1:: * 

V. 

Head Football (B) 
Head '.:restlinc (B) 
He?:1 .Rnsl-atb:kIl (B) 
Head FasknLbnll (G) 
Hcod Dasrtbnll (B) (iZ clistrict yrtir:il,:lt.c* in si"!':'s'v 
kthlntic Director (Both) 

!IV;‘,l 
HC.~,I 
He24 
He ?d 
J.V. 
J . Y . 
J.V. 
J.V. 
tieact 

Vol I y&l1 (G) 
Tr3ck (B) 
Trncl: (G) 
R?-0\,~11 (B) (i1 district particilatcs 1:) :-b,ri!l, 
!:rPstlin:: (B) 
EnsPnLhnll (B) 
Baskethall (G) 
FootbFll (B 
Softball (G 

Key Club Advisor (Both) 
iligh tchopl B:!nd perf,)rmarrces excludlw- r-7; lj.ll,.l (rc 7 t,: 

l!Czil:! lGf?l f (B) 
Hccl,;l Golf (5) 
J.V. Voll~~~bnll (G) 
J.V. !;oftbnll (G) 
J.V. ?!:rr~nball (B) 
Plidglc Cchool "restline: (B) 
Pliddlp School BaskPthnll (B) 
Iliddlo Zchool R~skethull (G) 

P-r (fj&+ 

Mir1.11~ 7 chocll Trnck (B) 
Njd;lle Zc1>oo3. Track (G) 
I!iddlc :'cllool Vollpyb"l1 (G) 
Acs't Pljddle fchool IM?sketba!l (B) 
Pcs't I'iddlc Echo01 IMsl.?tball (C) 
?ss't Xiddle School !.lrcstlinc (B) 
Hi{:h ."cI~ool Football Cheerleading (G) 
High Echqol \!restlinE: Cheerlpading (G) 
IliEh !:chool Basketball Cheerleading (G) 
Forensics (Both) (2 Coaches) 
ilrnma Director (Both) 
FHA Advisor (Both) 
Mi&dle School l3ond Perfnrmnnces (noth) 
Grilde 7-12 Choir Performances (Both) 



. . 

n& insuf f iciont vplun teers, the principal wi 1 I a~.-- i .-n !-II,, ! ' 1-l 
to I.,:'lch?rs. Qualified adults and non-members nT ! 110 .z!,:irl ’ .’ 
:a1 : r) vnl~~nl.~~c~r fnr these dlltir,s. 

:‘y*cl,r:tor ;cn,l l:lrsic his Cf~apcro119s 

ant inc?udr hqn? or chorus director for 
mllsic trips, they are cxpccted to ride 
the bl,ses rri th stll:lents as part of their 
extra-currj cular a ssj gnmcnt,s (1 above) .$l’j.CO 

I:. Any and sll othrr non-classrncm responsibili 1 i 05 3rd ,!I!’ j e-c 
nnt list~:l in 4’1 above are ci t3er crnsidered to bc- inhr.?nt 
j’lrl; of thn jnh of teachers avld/qr they arc *I~rl:i~-c tim:lL 'xt""'":*' 
cl~lri~~f.: tt,e regular school work dnys. Acccrdj nGl;r, 1.h.T ir,l*c~“tS: ’ 
dllt it-s (i.e. takin< attendance, etc.) shall be PSF~IIP~:I b$ 1 h,k 
tcnc.‘ner as pnrt of hit, or hnr repllpr teaching ,l:ltics. y",,‘, n 
other non-teaching dutins shall be assiped hy t-h- yrinrj;'>l '4 
tb tp:lc)ae"I-: with the liq:l,i~r:t tenc.hing Inn~Is :<'.~~n~vn~ ~r:."i' I*-'. 
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TEACf'lYR l‘VAl.llA'l'InN . . 

No bargaining unit employee may be assiqncsd to evaLuate- the 
prrformance of any other bargaining unit omplo~~ee, for purposes 
of promotion, demotion, discipline and/or contlnwd employment. 

4 

i .. During the first three (3) works of rchool, the District shall 
mt all teachers regarding PvaLllative procedures, instruments 
and criteria. If the evaluation , in?trnmcnt is changed, all 
teachers shall be c&zxrt&.45<;~~:' 

*- 
& monitoring or observation of the perforn,?nce of a teacher for 

purposes of teacher evaluation shalL he conducted openly and-&&b 
ehe-fu~&-f~~hrr. The District shall notify 
each teacher of the identity of the District qugervisor(s) who 
will he evaluatinq that teacher's work performance, prior to any 
work performance evaluations. 

Section 2. Formal Evaluation. 

Classroom visitation shall h 0 one phase of the evalua- 
tion process and shall he done on+a-w&mned, svstematic 

b. 

d. 

basis: L All formal---e~&+atii?shail be scheduled in 
advance and>a-izme agreeable to the teacher and the 
ew and conducted with the full knowledge of the 

All formal evaluation observations shall be 
for a minimum of thirty (301 minutes. Evaluator(s) 
shall be physicallv present during the classroom 
observation. 

Each evaluator sha1L 11s~ thP samP evaluation form/ 
instrument in evaLuating all teachers teachinq at the 
same instructional .lcvcl. 

A pre-evaluation meetinq between the teacher and the 
evaluator will be hpld at a mutualLy agroeahle time if 
retquectod by the trachrr or the evaluator. 

A written record of the evaluation -- the evaluation 
form -- will ht? prepared and siqned hy both the 
evaluator and the teacher being evaluated. The teacher 
being evaluated will be qiven a copy of thP completed 
cva111,~tion Form to IW plarod in thr 1-cachor'r. pcrsonneL 
file. The tpachl:r shall z~~rknowl~~dnc~ rrbcript of the 
copy bv signing the evaluation l-o,.rl. Signature bv the 

. . . . 
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teacher does not necrssar<ly indlcatc aqreenent with 
the cv;1 Iuation, hut r;lthrr th.lc tl,r tl.,lr:h<*r has seen 
the evaluation and re!c(*ivcd a cop)'. A teacher shall 
not be reqUired to SicJn rl h1ar.k or incomplete evalua- 
tion form. The teacher being evaluated may require 
that his/her wrjtten respr,nrr tn the evaluation be 
attachpd to the evaluation fo-n ;~rd ~~~cluclctl in his/her 
personnel flLr%. 

A conference cancer-n!nq the ~va?u?t~nn ma!> be requested 
bv the teacher. Vlr! conferr!rlcC.. 'f rcqucsted, shall 
take place at a mutually aqrreahle ti!!e chin te !uJ) 

Vd.P t~v‘-~luation. I~ /-I1 
7.h I” ‘l 

The District shell conduct at ltsas;t &!lree--!3j formal 
evaluations each srhon! 
process for first and 
with two (2) years or more . 

a. Evaluation records rhall br: kept <,n file as part of 
each teacher's parso,nnel file. A teacher shai!. have 
the riqht, upon request, to review the contents of his 
or her personnel file; to h;ive a rf%prescntativc of the 
Aasocj.Ition r~ccomp~anv him/hrr dlrrinq r:llrh rcvirw; to 
receive copies of ‘ll,V matrrial cor,tainod in that 
personnc!l file: to rl%.=pond in writing to any nntorial 
which the District has included in the teacher's 
personnel file, and to have that written response 
included in the personnel file; and to secure the 
removal of anv inaccurate informational material con- 
tained in the teacher's personnel filp. Any disputes 
over the application of this section shall be subject 
to the Agreement's qrirvancc procedure. 

b. No materials related to a teacher's job performance or 
the District's evaluation of the teacher's job perfor- 
mance (including, but Ilot Limit.r4 to, parent complaints 
or supervisor's rvaluati.ve notes "IY records) nay he 
included in a teacher's pcrsonnrl filr unless that 



Section 5. Use of Evaluation Reports. No disciplinary action 
(including suspension, discharge, nonrenewat or staff reduction) 
may be taken by the District with respect to a teacher, based 
upon that teacher's evaluations, unless the District has: 

a . 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Previously provided the teacher with written notice of 
all alleged job performance deficiencies, which must be 
specifically described; 

Previously notified the teacher in writing of the 
action(s) required of the teacher by the District to 
rectify or eliminate the specified job performance 
deficiencies (and such action(s) must be reasonable and 
related to the job perfornance deficiencies alleged bv 
the District). 

Given the teacher an- reasonable opportunity and a 
feawzwah& period of time to comply with the action(s) 
required by the District and to rectify or eliminate 
the specified job performance deficiencies; and 

Subsequently evaluated the teacher to determine whether 
the specified job performance deficiencies have been 
rectified or eliminated. 

-3- 
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84-05 - 

413 

13.746 

541 

204 

1:; 

84-85 

2/l 

19.069 

941 

1.157 

4.9 
6.1 

860 
774 966 1.039 

1.073 

4.4 5.3 5.5 4.3 
5.4 

SCHCDoLE MAxIMon 

81-82 g&&Q$ kE.5. 

0 8 5 6/5 

20.586 21,404 22.676 24.050 

- 850 
- 379 - 304 - 40, 

- 634 

-1.9 -1.4 -1.8 
:::: 

&l-.91 - 

1 

13,492 

456 

3.4 

&?Q& 

2 

11.890 

210 

1.8 

80-81 - 
7 

17.779 

-234 

-1.3 

7 BAmEP 

01-m 82-83 83-84 --- 
1 2 2 

14.692 15,253 15.990 

564 626 418 

3.8 4.1 2.6 

MA HINmlm 

81-82 82-83 83-84 

4 2 2 

12.936 13.413 14,052 

574 337 323 

4.4 2.5 2.3 

E(AEuxIMun 

81-82 82-83 83-84 
4 3 3 

19.418 20.204 21,343 

44 146 - 68 

.2 .7 - .3 

84-85 - 
2/z 

16.904 

2.83 

469 

1.7 
2.8 

M 

3/3 

14,830 

170 

320 

1.1 
2.2 

84-85 - 

713 

22.588 

‘-388 

-175 

-1.7 
- .8 



Cuba City 

Darlingron 

Dodgeville 

Iowa-Grant 

L.SllCaSter 

Platteville 

Mineral Point 

Mean Among 
Cornparables 

Comparables 
Average 

Mineral Point 
Dollar Varia- 
tion Be: 
AV.?r*ge 

BA MINIMUM LWSTEP 7 

700 

1,065 

800 

355 

775 

933 

600 
62S1 
775 

775 

747 

-122 
28 

5.4 868 

a.2 1,275 

6.3 968 

2.8 440 

5.9 949 

6.9 1,158 

4.7 744 

2:; 779 965 

5.9 949 

915 

-136 
50 

Cuba City 

Darlington 

Dodgeville 

Iowa Grant 

Platteville 

Southwestern 

Kinerel Point 

Mean Among 
Cornparables 

Comparablea 
Average 

Mineral Point 
Dollar varia- 
tion rle: 
Average 

5.4 

8.1 

6.3 

2.8 

5.9 

6.9 

4.7 
4.7 
5.9 

5.9 

BA MAXIMUM MA MINIMUM 

Dollar Dollar 
IIlCre*Se PlXcWIt Increase Percent 

808 4.3 700 4.9 

1,380 8.1 1,170 8.2 

1.112 6.3 800 5.9 

480 2.7 390 2.7 

1,123 5.9 775 5.6 

1,233 6.9 1,013 6.9 

864 4.7 600 4.4 
906 4.7 625 4.3 

1,112 5.8 775 5.4 

1,112 5.9 775 5.6 

1.000 778 

- 94 -153 
112 3 

HA WIMUy SCHEDULE MAXIMUM 

Dollar 
InCr.SSe 

Dollar 
Percent Increase Percent 

1.536 7.1 1.564 6.9 

1.625 7.8 1,765 7.7 

1,232 5.9 1,232 5.7 

667 3.1 1.284 5.3 

1,178 5.6 1,209 5.4 

1,543 6.9 1,603 6.9 

936 4.4 960 4.3 
925 4.3 

1,141 5.4 

1,232 5.9 

1.245 

925 4.2 
1,141 5.1 

1,284 5.7 

MA/STEP 10 

952 4.9 

1.485 7.9 

1,072 5.9 

532 2.8 

1,054 5.6 

1,380 6.9 

816 4.4 
870 4.3 

1,075 5.4 

1.054 5.6 

1.042 

-172 
33 

1,374 

-320 -449 
-104 -233 


